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Abstract 
We describe two support-interference-free measurements of aerodynamic forces exerted on an archery arrow. The 
whereas the second measurement is carried out by a free flight experiment. In the latter measurement, the trajectory 
and rotation of the arrow is recorded by two high-
rate is analyzed to determine the drag coefficient. The arrow-shooting system developed by Miyazaki et al. (2013) is 
utilized, in order to investigate Re number dependence of the drag coefficient for . We 
attach two points (piles) of different type (streamlined and bullet) to the arrow-head and two kinds of vanes (SPIN-
WING-VANE and GAS PRO) to the arrow-tail. The boundary layer remains laminar for any combination of point 
and vane, if Re is less than . It becomes turbulent for Re larger than  and the drag coefficient 
increases to about 2.6, when the bullet point and SPIN-WING-VANE are attached. In the same Re range, two values 
of drag coefficient are found for the combination of streamlined point and SPIN-WING-VANE. The lower value 
(about 1.6) corresponds to a laminar boundary layer and the larger value (about 2.6) to a turbulent boundary layer. In 
contrast, for GAS PRO vanes, the boundary layer remains laminar at any Re considered, irrespective of the point-
shape. These findings confirm that both the point- and vane-shapes have a crucial influence on the laminar to 
turbulent transition of the boundary layer. We also asked an elite female archer (recurve bow) to shoot the same 
A/C/E arrow (with bullet point and SPIN-WING-VANE), of which velocity is 58 m/s ( ). The arrow 
2.65 (turbulent value), indicating that the oscillation of the arrow induces the boundary layer transition. 
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Nomenclature 
Re Reynolds number    
r, l          radius and length of arrow shaft 
,  density and viscosity of air 
FD, CD drag force and its coefficient 
1. Introduction 
Bows and arrows have long history and they have been highly refined by modern technologies. There 
exist a number of investigations on the arrow launching mechanism from the bow. In contrast, only a few 
scientific studies are known on the aerodynamic properties of an arrow, although they have dominant 
effects on  down-range velocity and also on its drift in wind. This lack of investigations is 
mainly because the motion of an arrow in flight is highly complicated. It oscillates along its length as well 
as spins around its longitudinal axis.  Even if we ignore the oscillatory motion and consider an arrow as a 
thin rigid body, any kind of mechanical supporting system largely disturbs the flow field and makes the 
measurement of aerodynamic forces inaccurate [1].  
Recently, two methods realizing support-interference-free measurements were proposed by our group 
[2, 3]. First, the aerodynamic forces can be measured accurately in a wind tunnel equipped with JAXA's 
60 cm Magnetic Suspension and Balance System (MSBS), in which the force supporting an arrow is 
generated by magnetic fields. When the flow is present in the wind tunnel, an additional force is exerted to 
the suspended arrow, trying to disturb its position. We further control the electric current injected to the 
coils so that the arrow keeps staying at the same position. By measuring the difference of the currents, we 
can calculate the force on the arrow. Sawada et al. [4] measured the drag and lift coefficients of a 
Japanese arrow by the MSBS wind tunnel tests. When a field-type point was attached to the arrow nose, 
the boundary layer became turbulent, whereas the boundary layer remained laminar for a streamlined 
point in the Reynolds number (Re) range of  (the diameter of arrow shaft is 
used as the length scale). Mukaiyama et al. [2] explored the influence of the point-shape on the boundary 
layer transition of a crossbow bolt (HORTON). They attached a point of three different types 
(streamlined, bullet and bluff bodied) to the bolt-nose. The boundary layer was laminar for the 
streamlined point and turbulent for other points, in the measured Re-range of 
. The second method is based on the flight experiments. Mukaiyama et al. [3] also carried out the 
flight experiments, in which they measured the arrow's down-range velocity using two high-speed video 
cameras. They compared the results of flight measurements in the Re-range of 
with those of the MSBS wind tunnel tests to find consistency between them. 
In this paper, we conduct two support-interference-free measurements of the aerodynamic forces 
exerted on an archery arrow. First
60 cm Magnetic Suspension and Balance System (MSBS). We also perform a flight experiment, in which 
the drag coefficient is determined from the velocity decay rate. The arrow-shooting system using 
compressed air as a power source, developed in [3] was used. It can launch an arrow at an arbitrary speed 
up to 75 m/s. We attach two points of different type (streamlined and bullet) to the arrow-head and two 
kinds of vanes (SPIN-WING-VANE and GASPRO) to the arrow-tail, respectively. Their influence on the 
aerodynamics is investigated in the Re-range . 
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2. Archery arrow 
We investigate the aerodynamics of an archery arrow which is the same as the ones used in the 
competitions, A/C/E of Easton Technical Products. A/C/E shaft has a barrel shape, that is, the central part 
is slightly thicker than the ends. Its length is 0.626 m and weight 0.0094 kg (without point). The average 
diameter of the shaft is 0.00524 m (Fig. 1). The archery arrow oscillates as well as rotates around its axis, 
when launched from a bow. Two kinds of point are attached to its nose (Figs. 2(a)-(b)). The bullet point 
(ACE Screw Point 3-36 gr) is commercially provided, whereas the streamlined point is originally 
produced. The effects of two widely used vanes (Figs. 2(c)-(d)), SPIN-WING-VANE (SWV) and GAS 
PRO (GP), on the aerodynamics properties of the arrow are investigated.  
Before going into the details of the measurements, the basic fluid dynamical variables are summarized 
(1, 2). The Reynolds number Re is defined using the mean diameter of the arrow D=2r, the velocity u, the 
density of air  and the viscosity :  
           (1) 
The drag force FD is non-dimensionalized in the form of the drag coefficient CD as,  
         (2) 
 
 




Fig. 2. Two points (a) bullet; (b) streamlined [3]; and two vanes (c) SPIN-WING-VANE; (d) GAS PRO 
3. Wind tunnel experiment 
The Magnetic Suspension and Balance System (MSBS) provides support-interference-free 
measurements, because the force supporting the arrow is generated by magnetic fields controlled by coils 
arranged outside the test section (Fig. 3(a)) [1]. We insert cylindrical permanent magnets inside the arrow 
shaft. The arrow is supported to be still against the gravitational and aerodynamic forces, by adjusting the 
electric currents (Fig. 3(b)). Then, we know inversely the aerodynamic forces acting on the arrow from 
the values of electric currents. The maximum speed of the wind tunnel is 45 m/s. we investigate a Re 
number range ( ), in the wind tunnel experiment. 
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Fig.3. (a) Coil arrangement [3]; (b) suspended archery arrow  
Figure 4(a) shows the drag coefficient CD as a function of the Reynolds number. Here, Re is based on 
the mean diameter of the shaft. The solid lines ( ) in the figures represent the theoretical values for 
laminar boundary layer around a cylinder. In the MSBS wind tunnel experiments, the boundary layer of a 
bare shaft (A/C/E shaft with the point but without vane) remains laminar in the range (-
, ), whereas a laminar-turbulent transition occurs at about  if SWV are attached ( ). We 
see that CD increases abruptly from 1.6 (laminar) to 3.1 (turbulent). The arrow with GP did not rotate in 
the MSBS experiment and the boundary layer remained laminar up to  ( ). 
 Figure 4(b) shows CD as a function of the angle of attack for . No qualitative 
difference between the bullet point ( ) and streamlined point ( ) has been observed. For both types of 
point, the laminar to turbulent transition of the boundary layer occurs once the angle of attack exceeds 
approximately 0.6 degree, when SWV are attached. If GP ( ) are attached, the transition occurs at a 
slightly larger angle of attack. 
 
 
Fig. 4. (a) CD as a function of Re (MSBS wind tunnel tests) (b) CD as a function of the angle of attack  at  
4. Flight experiment 
Flight experiments were carried out in an in-door archery range of Japan Institute of Sports Sciences 
(JISS). Since an archer launches an arrow only at a fixed speed of its own, we used the same arrow 
launcher as described in [4] (Fig. 5(a)). The speed can be increased arbitrary up to 75 m/s by increasing 
the pressure up to 7 MPa.  Its accuracy is comparable to that of an elite archer. In addition, we asked an 
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expert female archer to shoot the same A/C/E arrow with SWV (36 shots) in order to investigate the 
influence of the oscillation of the arrow shaft. 
We use two high-speed video cameras (Phantom V310: Vision Research) with the temporal resolution 
2000 fps. One camera is located at the place 13 m away from the launching machine and the other at the 
place 45 m away from the first camera (Fig. 5(b)). They record the side views of the flying arrow. We 
analyze the video images to determine the horizontal and vertical velocity components of the arrow at 
these two locations, from which we can estimate the drag coefficient CD assuming that no lift force is 
acting on the arrow, i.e., the arrow flies ideally with zero angle of attack (see Miyazaki et al. [3] for the 
details of analysis).  
We investigate a Re range , corresponding the speed range 28 [m/s] < u 
< 73 [m/s], in the flight experiment. 
 
 
Fig. 5. (a) Arrow launching system using compressed air as a power source [3]; (b) arrangements of experimental apparatus [3] 
Figure 6 shows the drag coefficient CD as a function of the Reynolds number ((a): bullet point, (b): 
streamlined point). We first explain the result for the bullet point. In the free flight experiment, the 
boundary layer is laminar for both vanes for Re less than about . For higher Reynolds numbers, 
the boundary layer becomes turbulent for Re larger than  and the drag coefficient increases to 
about 2.6 when SWV are attached ( ). In the intermediate Re range ( ), for 
the same vanes, two values of drag coefficient are found, of which the lower value is about 1.6 (laminar 
boundary layer) and the larger value is about 2.6 (turbulent boundary layer). In contrast, the boundary 
layer remains laminar at any Re up to  when GP are attached ( ).  
In the case of the streamlined point, the result is qualitatively the same. That is, the boundary layer can 
be laminar and turbulent if we attach SWV, but it stays laminar if we use GP. From these observations, we 
conclude that the GP have more stabilizing effect than the SWV for the attitude of the arrow, and the 
vanes have a crucial influence on the laminar-turbulent transition of the boundary layer on the arrow shaft. 
 Finally, the drag coefficient CD of an oscillating arrow ( : Fig. 6(a)) is about 2.65 at 
(58 m/s), indicating that the oscillation induces the laminar-turbulent transition. The relative error is 
very small, being less than 3%. This value may represent both the accuracy of our measurement and the 












Fig. 6. Reynolds number dependence of CD; (a) bullet point; (b) streamlined point 
5. Summary 
We have performed two support-interference-free measurements of aerodynamic forces exerted on an 
archery arrow, and obtained the consistent results in the MSBS wind tunnel tests and in the flight 
experiments. 
 If SWV are attached, the laminar-turbulent transition of the boundary layer occurs at a certain 
Reynolds number, but if GP vanes are attached, no transition is observed in our wind tunnel test and flight 
experiment. This difference can be attributed to the difference in the stabilizing effect of the attitude 
between these vanes. 
The oscillation of the arrow launched from a recurve bow always makes the boundary layer turbulent, 
which assures the high repeatability of shots by an expert archer.  
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